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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the combination of collaborative and content-
based filtering in the context of web-based recommender systems.
In particular, we link the well-known MovieLens rating data with
supplementary IMDB content information. The resulting network
of user-item relations and associated content features is converted
into a unified mathematical model, which is applicable to our un-
derlying neighbor-based prediction algorithm. By means of various
experiments, we demonstrate the influence of supplementary user
as well as item features on the prediction accuracy of Hydra, our
proposed hybrid recommender. In order to decrease system run-
time and to reveal latent user and item relations, we factorize our
hybrid model via singular value decomposition (SVD).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval—Information filtering; H.3.4 [Information Storage
and Retrieval]: Systems and Software—Information networks

General Terms
Algorithm, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Hybrid Recommender, Cross-Linked Data, Matrix Factorization

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the enormous amount of information available online, the

need for highly developed personalization and filtering systems is
growing permanently. Recommender systems constitute a specific
type of information filtering that attempt to present items according
the interests expressed by a user [1]. Most web recommenders are
employed for e-commerce applications or customer adapted web-
sites, which assist users in decision making by providing personal-
ized information [5].
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In general, there exist two basic types of recommendation tech-
niques, namely content-based filtering and collaborative filtering.
Whereas content-based filtering methods examine items previously
favored by the actual user [7], collaborative filtering techniques
compute recommendations based on the information about simi-
lar items or users [10]. In our work we combine both strategies
into one hybrid approach [3], which utilizes supplementary content
features in order to improve the prediction accuracy of traditional
collaborative filtering [6, 11].
For the development and evaluation of our proposed hybrid rec-
ommender system (also referred to as Hydra), we make use of the
well-known MovieLens1 rating data as well as the IMDB2 movie
database. Both corpora are joined in a unified mathematical model,
which describes the complex network of interdependencies. Our
model is easy to extend and enables us to extract latent user/item
relations by means of matrix factorization.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Preliminary Section
2 discusses the combination of rating and content data. In Section
3, we describe the mathematical approach of our hybrid recom-
mender. Prediction accuracy and system runtime are evaluated in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. DATA MODEL
For our research we investigate the MovieLens dataset, which

contains 100,000 ratings for 1682 movies given by 943 users. The
GroupLens Research Group3 provides a disjoint training and test
set (90% to 10% split) of the rating data, which enables us to evalu-
ate the accuracy of our developed prediction algorithm. Ratings are
initially presented as a list of triples (<userID,itemID,rating>), but
can be converted into a sparse matrix format easily. Even though
all users are anonymized, the MovieLens dataset contains demo-
graphic information that describe the individuals (e.g. age, gender
and occupation) [11]. These content features are utilized by our
hybrid recommender in the prediction step.
Beside user features, we furthermore employ supplementary item
features that characterize the rated movies (e.g. date, country and
genre). In our own approach item features are retrieved from IMDB,
which represents a huge collection of movie related information.
The Internet Movie Database is accessible online or can be down-
loaded as plain text files. In order to avoid performances loss caused
by potentially unreliable network connections, we decided to hold
a copy of the data files on our local system. Each of the numerous

1MovieLens Recommendations - http://movielens.umn.edu
2Internet Movie Database - http://www.imdb.com
3GroupLens Research - http://www.grouplens.org
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Figure 1: ER-Diagram of MovieLens and IMDB Data

IMDB files contains information about an independent item feature,
whereas not every feature is practical to our hybrid approach.
In the following we are going to discuss the linkage of both Movie-
Lens rating and IMDB content information.

2.1 Entity Relation
Figure 1 illustrates how the data entities of the MovieLens and

IMDB corpus are interconnected. Obviously the movie entity acts
as a central interface between both examined data sets, whereas all
other data entities are arranged around the interface in star-shape.
Note that only those entities highlighted in green color contain rel-
evant user or rather item content features. Blue colored objects just
represent connections between the actual data entities. The user-
movie connection in Figure 1 can be considered as a special case,
because every single link is characterized by an extra rating weight
and time-stamp.

2.2 Bipartite Graph
Due to the fact that there does not exist any odd-length cycles

between data entities (vertices are 2-colorable), our ER-Diagram
can also be represented as a bipartite graph.

Figure 2: Bipartite Graph of Feature Relations

A possible presentation of the graph is shown in Figure 2, where
only a small part of the entire network is illustrated. The single
elements within our entities are also referred to as nodes, and are
interconnected through so-called edges. In case of our bipartite
graph, edges always link nodes of unlike colored entities (e.g. user
↔ movie). This network structure allows us a straightforward com-
bination of rating data and user/item features (refer to Section 3.2).
In order to make the network information usable for data mining
techniques, we need to transform the existing entity relations into
an appropriate mathematical model.

2.3 Data Transformation
Figure 3 illustrates the User-Movie ratings as well as the Movie-

Country and User-Occupation feature relations of our original bi-
partite graph in adjacency matrix notation. This unified model of
rating and content information constitutes the core of our hybrid
recommender. The supplementary user and item features contribute
to a more precise description of the plain MovieLens rating data
and are expected to improve the prediction accuracy for unrated
items (refer to Section 4.1). In fact, injecting additional features
of one source (such as content information) into an algorithm de-
signed to process data with a different source (such as traditional
user-oriented or item-oriented collaborative recommendation) is re-
ferred to as Feature Combination [3, 6] in most literature.

Figure 3: Extended Rating Matrix
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3. HYBRID RECOMMENDER
In this section we want to discuss rating prediction in terms of

Hydra, our proposed hybrid recommender system. But first of all
we want to give attention to data normalization, feature combina-
tion and matrix factorization, which are all preliminary steps to rat-
ing estimation.

3.1 Data Normalization
When we compare the items of our MovieLens rating matrix

with entries of our generated feature matrices (see Figure 3), we
directly notice that both exhibit a unlike range of values. Whereas
movie ratings can range from 1 to 5 (zero if non-rated), content
features are either existent or not (1 or 0). Consequently, original
rating matrix (R ∈ {0, . . . ,5}m×n) and user/item feature matrices
(U ∈ {0,1}u×y; I ∈ {0,1}x×i) need to be normalized differently.

3.1.1 Subtractive Normalization
Generally user-item ratings exhibit different kinds of global ef-

fects [2, 4]. For instance, some users always tend to give higher
ratings on items than other users, as well as some items at an aver-
age receive more positive user feedback than other items. In order
to compute accurate rating predictions these global effect need to
be removed form our data [12].
Usually a weighted combination of overall-, user- and item-average
rating values (r,ru & ri) is subtracted from the original entries (rui)
to remove individual user preferences as well as item popularity
effects [10, 6, 8]:

r̃ui = rui −αr−βru − γri (1)

The parameters α, β and γ determine the influence of the observed
effects on the final normalization result. We make use of the least
square estimation to automatically learn all normalization parame-
ters [4, 12].

3.1.2 Multiplicative Normalization
Since the entries of our generated feature matrices are either 0 or

1, all average values equal 1 (r,ru,ri = 1). In case of subtractive
normalization, the feature values would just be shifted instead of
being regularized. Therefore we make use of multiplicative nor-
malization, which regularizes all entries within a feature matrix F
according their respective row and column length:

F̃ = M ·F ·N (2)

where the diagonals of the matrices M and N contain the specific
row and column multipliers:

Mxx =
1√

∑n Fxn
and Nyy =

1√
∑m Fmy

(3)

Note that all off-diagonal entries within the multiplication matrices
are zero, and do not affect the normalization.

3.2 Feature Combination
As illustrated in Figure 3, our original rating matrix R and our

retrieved user and item feature matrices (U and I) are combined in
a unified model:

Hm×n =
[

Ru×i Uu×y ·w2
Ix×i ·w1 0x×y

]
with

(
m = u+x
n = i+y

)
(4)

Note that we need to fill our extended matrix with zeros to preserve
the original rectangular shape. Moreover we have to keep in mind
that the dimensions of the supplementary feature matrices have to
fit our original rating matrix (refer to Eq.(4)). Needless to say, the
respective user or rather item entries need to be conform as well.
Equation (4) furthermore reveals that the retrieved user and item
features are assigned additional weights (w1 and w2 respectively).
By means of these weights we can directly control the influence of
the individual features on the final rating estimate. Our purpose is
to identify those features and appropriate weights, which can im-
prove the prediction accuracy of our hybrid recommender system.
For our further discussion we assume that the hybrid model H
merely holds normalized rating and feature information.

3.3 Matrix Factorization
Typically matrix factorization techniques are used to reduce the

dimension of the item space and/or to retrieve latent relations be-
tween items of the observed dataset [9, 4]. In our work we want to
investigate the sophisticated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
approach, which factorizes our inflated rating matrix H into three
low-dimensional matrices containing the left-singular vectors (V ),
the singular values (S) and right-singular vectors (W ) respectively.
In case of a reduction to dimension k, we can say that the product
of the resulting matrices is a rank-k approximation of our extended
rating matrix Hm×n:

Hk = Vm×k ·Sk×k ·W T
k×n (5)

The prediction accuracy of our designed hybrid recommender sys-
tem strongly depends on the parameter k, which will be closely
examined in Section 4.

3.4 Rating Prediction
Our generated matrices V , S and W can be utilized for the rat-

ing prediction step in several different ways [9]. Probably the most
straightforward method to estimate an unknown user-item rating
(rui) is, to simply multiply the according singular vectors and sin-
gular value (pure SVD approach):

r̂ui = [V S1/2]u · [S1/2W T ]i (6)

But in our actual approach (HYB-SVD-KNN) we consider the com-
pound matrices X = [V S1/2] and Y = [S1/2W T ] as separate user and
item concepts, which can be employed for user-oriented or rather
item-oriented collaborative filtering. In case of item-oriented CF,
missing user-item ratings are calculated based on known ratings
given by the same user on similar items [10, 8]:

r̂ui =
∑ j⊂ratedItems(u) si j · ru j

∑ j∈ratedItems(u) |si j| (7)

where si j represents the Cosine Similarity of the according item
vectors:

si j =
Yi ·Yj

||Yi|| · ||Yj|| (8)

In general, the prediction accuracy of a collaborative filtering sys-
tem depends on the employed similarity measure as well as the
number of examined neighborhood users/items that are involved in
rating estimation [12]. Therefore, we are going to scrutinize the
influence of the neighborhood size in the following section.
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4. EVALUATION
As mentioned earlier, the prediction accuracy of our developed

hybrid recommender depends on several different parameters, like
neighborhood size, data dimension, utilized features and so on.
This section will investigate the behavior of our system under cer-
tain conditions. As measurement for prediction accuracy we use
the well-known Root Mean Squared Error 4, which computes how
close the estimates (predictions based on the training-set) are to the
values actually observed (test-set).
Finally we are going to compare the overall performance of Hydra
(also referred to as HYB-SVD-KNN) with other implementation
variants, at which prediction accuracy as well as computational ef-
fort are scrutinized.

4.1 Neighborhood Size
In general, there exist two basic implementation variants of the

KNN-algorithm, namely user- and item-oriented collaborative fil-
tering. Whereas user-oriented techniques just consider like-minded
user to predict unknown ratings, item-oriented methods utilize sim-
ilar items [10, 13]. However, both CF variants employ the same
underlying mathematical approach, in which the current examined
user/item rating is estimated based on the k-nearest neighbors. As
illustrated in Figure 4, the prediction accuracy is strongly depen-
dent on the number of neighbors taken into account.

Figure 4: Pure KNN with n Neighbors

Obviously our item-oriented approach performs much better than
the user-oriented implementation, which agrees with the general
observations about CF systems that can be found in most litera-
ture [8, 2], and might be explained by the fact that individuals are
more familiar with the items previously preferred than with poten-
tial like-minded users.
Figure 4 furthermore reveals that a relatively small neighborhood
produces imprecise rating estimates, which is due to the fact that
the considered users or rather items do not contain sufficient infor-
mation to make reliable predictions. However, in case of a compar-
atively large neighborhood it might happen that too many users or
items with very low similarities are taken into account [4, 6].
For our further analysis we will make use of the optimum neigh-
borhood size determined for user-oriented and item-oriented CF
respectively (n = 25/70).

4RMSE(O,P) =
√

sumn
i=1(Oi−Pi)2

n ; where O and P are vectors of
observed and predicted values respectively

4.2 Data Dimension
The prediction accuracy of our hybrid recommender system fur-

thermore depends on the dimension k of the decomposed matrices
(V , S and W ; see Eq.(5)) [10, 4]. Whereas relatively short singular
vectors do not have enough explanatory power to differentiate the
appropriate users or items, comparatively long vectors might lead
to over-fitting. These characteristics are confirmed by our analysis
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: SVD-KNN in k-Dimensional Space

As before, the item-oriented implementation produces better pre-
diction results than the user-oriented counterpart. The displayed
mixed approach of our SVD-KNN algorithm can be described as
a weighted combination5 of user-oriented and item-oriented pre-
diction results. However, this method could only achieve consider-
able performance improvements when supplementary user or rather
item features were taken into account (see Figure 7).
According to the graphs in Figure 5, the global minimum of our
user-oriented as well as mixed collaborative filtering approach is
reached at a dimension of k = 10. For further studies on our item-
oriented approach we set k = 20, because the dimension of the
global minimum is quite high (k = 40) and produces an unsatis-
factory system runtime.

4.3 Feature Weights
Besides analyzing the influence of neighborhood size and data

dimension, we additionally investigate the effect of the retrieved
user- and item features on the prediction accuracy of our designed
hybrid recommender (HYB-SVD-KNN algorithm). As mentioned
earlier, the contribution of the single user and item features is reg-
ulated by weights (refer to Eq.(4)). Figure 6 shows the behavior of
Hydra under the influence of various weighted features, employing
the optimal parameter settings determined previously (n = 25/70
and k = 10/20, (user-oriented/item-oriented CF)).
All user and item features are selected based on their matrix fill-
rate, whereas only feature matrices with a low sparsity (≤ 99%)
are considered for rating prediction. This is due to the fact that
sparse feature matrices do not increase the explanatory power of
our original rating matrix R. In our research we investigate the oc-
cupation, gender and age of the examined MovieLens users as well
as country, date and genre of the appropriate movies.
As we can see in Figure 6, the performance improvement6 made
by the examined movie features is much higher than by the consid-
ered user features. In particular the Movie-Gender feature produced
570/30 ratio of user/item-oriented CF estimates
6ΔRMSE = RMSE(w0)−RMSE(wopt )
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Figure 6: HYB-SVD-KNN with Weighted Features

surpassing prediction results. But the highest prediction accuracy
could be achieved by the combination of both individual user and
item features.
Figures 7 compares different single and combined feature variants
of our novel HYB-SVD-KNN algorithm, in which the optimal de-
termined feature weights are displayed in the respective bars. For
both user-oriented and item-oriented CF approach, the combined
feature variant performed best. However, the mixed implementa-
tion with merged user and item features, marked by the horizontal
bottom-line, outperformed all other variants.

Figure 7: HYB-SVN-KNN with Combined Features

4.4 System Performance
The previous section demonstrated that our own HYB-SVD-KNN

algorithm (also referred to as Hydra system) is able to raise pre-
diction accuracy by incorporating weighted user and item features.
In this section we want to compare Hydra with the pure SVD ap-
proach (refer to Eq.(6)) and the KNN strategy (traditional CF) as
well as with the advanced SVD-KNN implementation (joined SVD

Figure 8: System Performance Overview

and KNN approach). Besides contrasting the prediction accuracy
of these algorithms, we furthermore want to scrutinize their run-
time. Figure 8 shows a juxtaposition of the individual rating pre-
diction methods, where the computational effort is presented on a
logarithmic scale. Note that the algorithm runtime is directly de-
pendent on the available processing power.
In general, the performance and runtime of recommender systems
are in competition and have a mutual influence on each other. For
this reason we need to treat a recommender with all its factors as a
whole. According to Figure 8, our proposed hybrid recommender
(HYB-SVD-KNN algorithm) is superior in terms of prediction ac-
curacy. Although the pure SVD approach shows the lowest com-
putational effort, our hybrid method is about four times faster than
traditional collaborative filtering (KNN approach). On that account
we believe that Hydra (alias HYB-SVD-KNN algorithm) is practical
to real-life applications.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel approach to rating prediction, in

which collaborative filtering and content-based filtering techniques
are combined. Our hybrid approach is special in that rating data
as well as content information are joined in a unified model, which
leads to less parameters and more reasonable prediction results.
In particular, we describe the linkage of the well-known MovieLens
rating data and the IMDB movie information. By means of various
experiments, we demonstrate that the retrieved user and movie con-
tent features are beneficial to the prediction accuracy of traditional
collaborative filtering algorithms.
For the purpose of minimizing the runtime of our designed hybrid
recommender system as well as to extract latent user and movie re-
lations, we factorize our unified model by means of singular value
decomposition. The dimensionally reduced data can be employed
to directly estimate unknown ratings (pure SVD approach) or rather
to accelerate collaborative filtering (SVD-KNN as well as HYB-
SVD-KNN algorithm).
All of the discussed implementation variants are compared in terms
of prediction accuracy and computational effort, at which our pro-
posed HYB-SVD-KNN algorithm exhibits the best overall perfor-
mance. However, it would be interesting to study another dataset
from a different domain, because unlike content features might
achieve even higher prediction accuracy improvements.
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APPENDIX

A. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION

A.1 Factorization of Unified Model
1 \\load normalized rating and feature matrices
2 load IO_File R U I;
3

4 \\load parameters
5 load IO_File k;
6

7 \\assign features with weights
8 U*w1; I*w2;
9

10 \\create fill matrix
11 dim1 = numel(I(:,1)); dim2 = numel(U(1,:));
12 Z = zeros(dim1 ,dim2);
13

14 \\join rating and feature information
15 H = [R,U;I,Z];
16

17 \\factorize unified model
18 [V,S,W] = svds(H,k);
19

20 \\create compound matrices (user/item -concept)
21 X = V*sqrt(S); Y = sqrt(S)*W’;
22

23 \\save results
24 save -append IO_File X Y;

A.2 Computation of Item Similarities
1 \\load item -concept matrix and parameters
2 load IO_File Y numItems;
3

4 \\create item similarity matrix
5 ISM = zeros(numItems ,numItems);
6

7 \\compute item sililarities
8 for i = 1:numItems
9 for j = 1:numItems

10 if i <= j
11 break;
12 else
13 ISM(i,j) = cosineSim(Y(:,i),Y(:,j));
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 ISM = ISM + ISM ’;
18

19 \\sort item similarities
20 [S,IX] = sort(ISM ,2,’descend’);
21

22 \\save results
23 save -append IO_File ISM IX;

A.3 Rating Prediction
1 \\load rating and item similarity matrix
2 load IO_File R ISM IX;
3

4 \\load neighborhood size and user/item indices
5 load IO_File n userU itemI;
6

7 \\create empty variables
8 sum1 = 0; sum2 = 0;
9

10 \\predict unknown rating for userU and itemI
11 for nb = 1:n
12 itemJ = IX(itemI,nb);
13 if (itemI ~= itemJ) & (R(userU,itemJ) ~= 0)
14 itemSim = ISM(itemI,itemJ);
15 sum1 = sum1 + (itemSim * R(userU,itemJ));
16 sum2 = sum2 + abs(itemSim);
17 end
18 end
19 pred(userU,itemI) = (sum1 / sum2);
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